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Abstract
Realworldengineering
design
projects
require
thecooperation
ofmultidisciplinary
design
teams
usingsophisticated
andpowerful
engineering
tools.
Theindividuals
ortheindividual
groups
of
themultidisciplinary
design
teams
workinparallelandindependently
withthedifferent
engineeringtools
which
arelocated
onthedifferent
sites
foroften
a longtime.
Inorder
toensure
thecoordination
ofthedesign
activities
ofthedifferent
groups
orthecooperation
among
thedifferent
engineering
tools,
itisnecessary
todevelop
anefficient
distributed
intelligent
design
environment.
Thispaperdiscusses
a distributed
axchitecturc
forintegrating
suchengineering
tools
inanopen
design
environment
organized
as a population
of
asynchronous
cognitive
agents.
Before
introducingthegeneral
architecture
andthecommunicat.ion
protocol,
issues
about
theagent
axchitecture
azLdtheinter-agent
communication
axediscussed.
A prototype
of suchan environment
withseven
independent
agents
located
inthedifferent
workstations
andmicrocomputers
is presented
andan
example
ofa sin’,all
mechanical
design
isusedfor
demonstrating
suchan environment.

1. Introduction
Real world engineering design projects require the cooperation of multidisciplinary design teams using several sophisticated and powerful engineering tools. The
individuals or the individual groups of the multidisciplinary design teams work in parallel and independently often for quite a long time with different engineering tools which are located on the different sites.
On the other hand, at any instant, individual members may be working on different versions of a design
and viewing the design from various perspectives (e.g.,
electronics, manufacturing, planning), at various levels
of details. In order to coordinate the design activities
of the various groups and to guarantee a good cooperation amongthe different engineering tools, it is necessary to develop efficient distributed intelligent design
environments. Such environments should not only automate individual tasks, in the manner of tradir.ional
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computer-aided engineering tools, but also help individual members to share information and coordinate
their actions as they explore alternatives in search of a
globally optimal or near-optimal solution. A numberof
researchers have proposed to use distributed problem
solving technology for concurrent design (Gcro 1987;
Morse 1990; Sriram et al 1991); or developed some
agent-based systems sudl as PACT(Cutkosky et al
1993), First-Link (Park et al 1994), Next-Link (Petrie,
Cutkosky, & Park 1994), Anarchy (Quadrel et al 1993),
some multi-expert systems such as DICE(Srirazn et al
1989; Sriram et al 1992), DESIGN-KIT(Stephanopoulos et al 1987; Sriram et al 1989), ANAXAGORE
(Trousse 1993), CONDOR
(Iffenecker 1994), EXPORT
(Monceyron & Barth~s 1992), ARCIIIX (Thoraval
Mazas 1990) and a project at UTC(Ribeiro Gouveia
& Barthks 93), some specific computer tools for interagent communication such as KQML(Finin, McKay,
& Fritzson 1992), ToolTalk TM (Frankel 1991), and
(Populaire et al 1993), and someframeworksfor interagent control (Van 1990; Lee, Mansfield, & Sheth 1993;
Quadrel et al 1993; Boissier 1993).
Weare currently developing a prototype of Distributed Intelligent Design Environment (DIDE) based
on an architecture
called OSACA(Open System for
Asynchronous Cognitive Agents) (Scalabrin & Barth~s
1993), derived from previous work in the domain of
robotized assembly systems (Abriat 1991). Our goal
is to verify whether it is actually possible to build
truly open systems, that is, systems for which users
can freely add or removeagents without having to halt
or to reinitialize the work in progress in any way. We
also want to exercise the obtained prototype in order
to gain first hand experience, first with small examples,
then with larger projects. Indeed, we are interested in
very large design projects of complex systems such as
an automobile, a locomotive, a harbor, or an aircraft.
This type of design projects have the same characteristics: the design requires a large numberof individual
designers or several working groups to work together,
thedesignperiodis long,andthedesignis veryexpensive.
In thiscase,cooperation
andcoordination
are
veryimportant,
andtheasynchronous
cognitive
agents
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are adaptable. In particular, in this context, we like to
compare experimentally an agent-based approach with
a more conventional blackboard approach like for example the one we already developed for harbor design
(Monceyron & Barth~s 1992).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the internal structure of a single agent, as well
as the inter-agent communication. Section 3 presents
the general architecture of DIDE. Section 4 describes
an implementation with a small mechanical design example. And finally section 5 gives some concluding
remarks.

2. Agent Architectureand Inter-Agent
Communication
2.1. Internal Structure of an Agent
In ourdistributed
intelligent
designenvironment,
agentsareautonomous
cognitive
entities,
withdeductive,storage,
and communication
capabilities.
Autonomousin our casemeansthatan agentcan functionindependently
fromanyotheragents.
FigI shows
theinternal
structure
of an agent(Ribeiro
Gouveia
Barth~s
1993).
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letting
theagentaskquestions
whenever
neededwhile
executing
a particular
task.A secondoneis to have
"curious"
agents
thathavesomeknowledge
of theirignorance,
andthusarecapable
of askingsomequestions
to improve
theirknowledge
of theproblem
to solve.A
thirdone wouldbe to havesomeagentthatteaches
newcomers
(agents)aboutthe task beingperformed
andthecapabilities
oftheexisting
agentteam.So far,
in ourexperimental
environment,
we onlyconsidered
thefirstandlasthypotheses.
A cognitive
agentis an agentwhichhasat leastthe
following
properties:
(i)it is knowledge-based;
(ii)
hasknowledge
aboutotheragentsandtheknowledge
is
obtained
duringtheinteraction
or communication
with
otheragentsor learned
froma special
"tutor"
agent.

2.2.

Inter-Agent

Communication

There are two models of inter-agent communications
(Monceyron & Barth~s 1992). The first one, used
blackboard architectures, consists of sharing information, i.e., the current solution of the problemis stored
in a global commondata structure, and is shared by all
agents in the system. In design terms, the sharing or
exchanging of information maybe relative to the artefact or to the control of the solution and its management. The initial data and the different partial results
which represent the successive versions of the artefact
are stored in this kind of data structure. It is the only
means for exchanging information. The ITX system
(Lee,Mansfield,
& Sheth1993)has usedthismodel
of communication
fora teleconferencing
environment.
Thismodelof communication
was alsousedin some
projects
forengineering
design,
suchas DICE(Sriram
et al 1992),DESIGN-KIT
(Stephanopoulos
et al 1987),
ANAXAGORE(Trousse1993), CONDOR (Iffenecker
1994),EXPORT(Monceyron& Barthfis1992),
ARCHIX(Thoraval& Mazas1990).The secondmodel
of communication
consists
of transferring
information,
i.e.,eachagentbuilds
itsownmodelof thecurrent
solution
by acquiring
information
fromtheotheragents.
Thismodelof communication
needsa protocol
and a
format for the messages (commonmessage language)
for expressing requests and replies. Each agent stores
the current solution, or at least part of the solution,
in its local database. Some projects such as MARS
(Abriat 1991), PACT(Cutkosky et al 1993), First-Link
(Park et al 1994) and Next-Link (Petrie, Cutkosky,
Park 1994) have used this model of communication. It
is also used in our distributed intelligent design environment (DIDE).
Communication among agents in DIDE is flexible, asynchronous, and of multicast type. An asynchronous multi-agent communication is adaptable to
a distributed intelligent design environment for large
design projects. Indeed, even if synchronous communications (blackboard style) are very useful for systems
in which the cooperating agents have to work simultaneously, such as a multimedia teleconferencing system

l,
ii’,i!ii’,ii’,ii’,i’
i
Fig1, Internal
structure
of anagent
An agent is composed of: (i) a network interface
(shaded portion in Fig 1); (ii) a communicationinterface, which provides handlers for I/O notification, or
exceptions; (iii) symbolic models of the other agents,
and associated methods to use them; (iv) a model
its ownexpertise which is application dependent; (v)
a model of the task to be performed, or of the current
context.
Whenan agent is connected to a group of active
agents, then only its communication interface and its
own expertise contain information. The part recording
facts about the work to be done, or the capabilities of
the other agents is empty. Each agent builds its own
image of both the work to be done and the capabilities
of the other agents on the fly, by processing the various
messages it receives or exchanges. Of course, there
are some difficulties
when doing that. One of them
concerns sharing the names of external objects when
sensors are involved (Abriat 1991).
Several strategies
can be used to transfer some
knowledge about the work to be done or about the capabilities of other agents. A first one is to be passive,
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(Lee, Mansfield, & Sheth 1993), they are not required
for large design problems, for which the design period
is often very long.
One of the major problems for developing truly open
systems is that of being able to insert or to remove
agents on a given application without halting or reinitializing the (distributed) system. Indeed, since large
design projects last several years, new tools or new
services appear during the life of the project; similarly,
existing tools get upgraded. Thus, it is necessary to accommodate such changes smoothly without disturbing
theproject.
Traditional
approaches,
in whicha group
of powerful
toolsmaybeintegrated
intoa large,
efficient,decision
support
system,
do notallowit.Such
az~approach
is viableonlyif theproblem
domainis
static,
i.e.,
thetools,
design
rules,
andproduction
processdonotchange
overtheproduct
life-cycle.
Indeed,
whennew services
are appended
to a groupof cooperating
processes
it is usually
necessary
to recompile
allprograms
on allmachines
on the network.
Thisis
clearlyunacceptable.
New toolsare becoming
availablethatallowto avoidsucha problem,
although
they
arecurrently
farfromsatisfactory.
Finally,on the communication
side,the message
content
is of a fairlyhighsemantic
level.Forexample:
Open breakwater-entrance by 10 degrees
This raises the question of shared vocabulary and
commonontologies, and also of the initial
expert
knowledge content of each agent prior to its connection to the network. A review of such questions can be
found in (Cavalli et al 1991) in the context of "Enterprise Integration" and in (Gruber 1993) in the context
of "Ontologies and knowledge sharing." Our approach
in this domain is to manually organize needed concepts
into minimal ontologies as needed.
3.

Architecture
for Design
Environment
OSACA(Open Systems for Asynchronous Cognitive
Agents) is a general architecture that we apply to
our distributed intelligent design environment (DIDE).
DIDE is a programming environment under development, in which the techniques of distributed artificial
intelligence are used to realize the interaction and communication among multiple cognitive agents. Such
agents may be connected with existing engineering
tools or database/knowledge base systems, or may also
be connected with some user interface for human domain specialists.
Twokey issues are how to select a
way of communication (protocol) among such agents,
and how to organize each tool associated with a cognitive agent.
Weassume that all agents are connected by means
of a network - local network or Internet. Each agent
can reach any other active agent by means of a broadcasting message. All agents receive messages. They
346
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may or may not understandsuch messages.When
they do not understand
a message,they simplydo
nothing.
Whenever
theyunderstand
the message,
then
theystartworking
on it,provided
thepriority
of the
message
is higherthanthecurrent
worktheyweredoing. Thus,agentsare multi-threaded.
Whena new
agentis introduced,
it issimply
connected
tothenetwork.Fromthenon,it receives
messages
liketheother
agents.
In our designenvironment,
an agentofferssome
specific
service,
usuallyby encapsulating
an engineering
tool.Theagentinteraction
relieson three
things
(Cutkosky
et al 1993):shared
concepts
andterminology
forcommunicating
knowledge
acrossdisciplines,
an interlingua
fortransferring
knowledge
among
agents,and a communication
and controllanguage
thatenablesagentsto requestinformation
andservices.Thistechnology
allowsagentsworking
on different
aspects
of a design
tointeract
at theknowledge
level,sharingand exchanging
information
aboutthe
design
independently
of theformat
in whichtheinformationis encoded
internally.
Task Structure
Task execution is initiated locally and can be done in
different manners. Firstly, agents can broadcast information to all the other agents and then wait until some
agent has computed the answer. In this way the task
can be carried out by several specialists of the subject
working in parallel (provided they reside on distinct
machines). Secondly, a contract protocol can be used,
i.e., an agent broadcasts an offer describing the job to
be done, waits for some time for submissions from the
other agents, and then awards the contract to a particular agent according to somelocal criteria. Thirdly, a
contract can be allocated directly to a knownspecialist. Note that although the last solution could appear
to be the most efficient, a general broadcast allows all
the agents to see the content of the request. Therefore, even if agents are not directly concerned by the
request, they can nevertheless use part of its content to
update their internal representation of the task being
done or of their image of the expertise of the requesting
agent.
4.

Implementation

Wehave built an experimental distributed intelligent
design environment (DIDE) on a network of SUNand
VAXworkstations and microcomputers. Each agent is
implemented as a MOSSenvironment (Barth~s 1989),
a system of recursive frames capable of modeling objects with versions and well adapted to design activities. MOSSis itself constructed on top of Common
LISP. Agents are built as a set of MOSSobjects together with their behavior. Communications are implemented by using ToolTaUcTM for local communication and employing the ELMmail system for remote
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communication among the agents located in the different local networks. Communications must be programmed using C++.
4.1.
ToolTalk for Local Communication
TooITalk TM was developed by SunSof~ TM as a part
of Solaris TM OpenWindowsTM (Frankel 1991). Programs interact
with ToolTulk TM by calling functions defined in the application programminginterface
(API). The API gives TooITalk TMthe appearance of a
simple library, hiding the facts of its implementationas
both a library and a collection of communicatingprocesses running on computers throughout a local area
network. TooiTalk TMallows processes to communicate in a variety of ways with minimal knowledge of
each other and no knowledgeof the local area network.
It acts as a messageswitch, tracking automatically the
various process identities and locations. TM
ToolTallc
makes use of the local network as a "software bus" into
which engineering tools may be freely plugged and unplugged by the user. Connected tools automatically
register themselves to send and receive messages that
they can understand and act upon.
TooITalk TM thus gives us the capacity of connecting our various agents located anywhere on the local
network without having to keep track of where they
actually reside. In addition, such connections can be
dynamic.
Communications with TooITalk TM are done using
two types of messages: notices and requests (corresponding to publish and request in First-Link (Park
et al 1994) and Next-Link (Petrie, Cutkosky, & Park
1994). A notice message is informational - a way for
process to announce an event. Processes that receive a
notice absorb the message without returning anything
to the sender. A request message is a call for action,
the results of which must be returned to the sender as
a reply. This is a too simple approach for our purposes.
However, we implemented the various communication
modes by using mainly notice messages (which contain
the identity of the sender). A typical mechanismfor
the message managementis shown as in Fig 2.
This paragraph
shows how one can use the
TooiTalk TMnotice and request message types to implement a contract protocol. Consider the six agents
(corresponding to six engineering tools) of Fig 2. Each
agent only knows TooiTalk TMand a set of patterns
identifying the type of profile defining another agent.
Agent 1 sends a notice message to TeoiTalk TM describing a job to be done. Agents 2, 3 and 4, having a
pattern that matches the pattern of the notice message
sent by agent 1, process the messagein parallel. Then,
they each return a notice message with the results to
ToolTalk TM. Agent 1 receives all of these three notice messages sent by agent 2, 3 and 4. Agent 1 then
analyses and comparesthe offers from the three different engineering tools, and can make a decision as to

meee~

0

[

ToolTalk
Server

Fig 2. A mechanism for

message management under the TooiTalk

Service

which tool to be selected for performing the required
job. Agent 1 then sends a request message (point-topoint) for granting the job to the selected agent (selected tool). The final result will be automatically returned to Agent 1.
In the agent, the message is described as a MOSS
object, and must be transformed into a message attribute
list and a string (including other data or results) before
it can be sent.
Although ToolTaik TM suffers from a number of
problems, it was nevertheless available, which is the
main reason for using it. Weare developing other protocols and tools for the OSACA
multi-agent platform.
4.2.

ELM for

Remote

Communication

In large design projects, the various activities and their
corresponding computational tools may be located on
different
sites,andmaynotbe on thesamelocalnetwork.In thiscase,TooITalk
fallsshortfrommeeting
therequirements.
Electronic
Mail(E-Mail)services
as the primary
mediumfor bothhumancommunication
and toolcommunication.
Engineers
usee-mailroutinely
fordiscussionsandinformation
exchanges.
Computer
agentscan
do the same. Using structured messages, they can request information and services from other agents, communicate results, notify agents of design changes, and
so forth. E-mail has a combination of characteristics
that make it well-suited for integrating loosely coupled applications in wide-area networks demonstrably
heterogeneous and scalable. Secondly, recent standards in multimedia e-mail make it possible to exchange compound documents containing text, images,
audio, video, and programs. Thirdly, it is relatively
easy to connect existing applications to e-mail. Finally,
e-mail’s explicit asynchrony matches the way engineers
prefer to work. Indeed, publishing design changes and
"checking-in" for changing notices at will allows them
Shen
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~- under dovMopment
future dovulopn~nt

SDB:Databaseof Englmmdng
Standard
D.R.Tool: DesignRepresentation
Tool

G. Tool: GraplticJTool
TDB:TechnologicalDatabase
CAPP:
ExpertSystemfor CAPP

t’---.--J
--.....
localemmiage
=a-

Fig 3. AnExperimental
SystemArchitectureof DIDE
tofeelinfullcontrol
ofthedesign
process
(Toyeetal
1993).
In DIDE, an e-mail tool called ELMis used for remote communication, i.e., for exchanging information
amongthe agents located in the different local networks.
4.3. Version
Resolution

Mechanism for

Conflict

Conflicts occur in multidisciplinary design environments mainly for two reasons: individual participants
in the cooperative process lack the complete knowledge of global objectives necessary to ensure that their
locally-preferred solutions are in alignment with these
higher objectives, and individual disciplines have individual ideas about what constitutes the best design.
Even individual design requires trade-offs because of
competing design criteria, such as safety, cost and social acceptance, as well as artifact requirements and
specifications. The ability of designers to avoid or minimize conflicts through judicious trade-offs and other
methods is one of their most valuable skills.
Resolution and detection of conflicts are especially
difficult whenthe design task as well as knowledgeconcerning such competing factors are distributed among
different actors with different perspectives. Certain
methods such as negotiation, hierarchical structures,
constraint weakening, creation of new variables and
user interaction can be used for conflict resolution. It
is also possible to combineseveral methods in the same
system.
In DIDE, we leave each group of designers develop possible conflicting partial solutions (divergence)
(Barth~s 1993). Such solutions are managedas paral348
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lel versions. Then, at the review meetings all groups
have to compromise on a commonlyagreed solution or
on a solution imposed by the project manager (reconciliation). This relates to the global consistency of the
project and not to the consistency within each partial
solution, which we have not yet addressed (see also
Project Managerin the next section).
4.4. A Small
DIDE

Experimental

Example

for

DIDEcurrently
comprises
sevenindependent
agents:
project
manager
interface,
designrepresentation,
engineering
calculation,
database
of national
engineering
standards,
agentadministration
monitor,
a 3D graphical environment
(AutoCADon SUN/UNIX)for displaying
thedesignresults,
andanother
3D graphical
environment(SDRC I-DEAS on VAX/VMS)for processengineers
(asshownin Fig3):
ProjecLManager:.
The interaction
mechanism
for
agentsin DIDEhasbeendeveloped
to meettheneeds
of humandesigners
working
on a collaborative
project.
Here the agent Project Manageris taken as this type
of "human"agent for specifying the initial parameters
and some constraints for the design project. Its potential functions which are under development include
theversion
control
forconflict
detection
andresolutionby usingthestrategy
of divergence/reconciliatio
(Barth~s1993)and by combining
two methods:user
interaction
andtheoptimum
calculation
forsomespecialconstraint
conflicts.
In thefuture
DIDEenvironment,therewillbe several
agents
forhumanspecialists
in thedifferent
domains
suchasdynamics,
electronics,
economics
andprocess
engineering.
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Design Representation Tool: This agent is responsible for the generation and management of geometric
entities and their properties of a particular mechanical
system. The geometric information imports from or
exports to a specific CADtool via the agent Graphical
Tool1. All classes, instances and methods are defined
in this tool. The objects can be stored in an objectoriented database (e.g., MATISSETM). The propagation of modifications (Shen, Barth~s, & EL Dahshan
1994) is done by this agent.
ComputationTool: This agent is responsible for engineering calculations.
It may be a Finite Element
Analysis tool or some other engineering computation
tool. Currently it is simply used for bolt stress calculations.
SDB (Database of Engineering
Standards):
database of national engineering standards is very useful in the domain of mechanical CAD. This agent is
served for searching required standard dimensions in
the database of engineering standards.
Monitor: This can be seen as an administrative
agent. Generally it works for the project manager. It
receives all messagessent by all the other active agents
in the same system and displays some important information on a specific interface. It stores all information
about the task being performed and the capabilities of
all other agents in its temporal local knowledgebase.
Whena new agent connects to the system or an active
agent withdraws, it will update its knowledgebase and
send a broadcast message to all other agents. It can
also serve as a "tutor" for newcomers.(This is however
not the case as of now).
Graphical Tool1: Currently this graphical tool is AutoCAD, located in a microcomputer, which is used to
display the design results on a 3Dgraphical interface.
It can be also used to prepare a mechanical drawing or
to modify the drawings by a humandomain specialist,
in the latter case, the agent is taken as a humanagent.
This tool will be soon replaced with a UNIXversion of
AutoCADon a SUNworkstation, which will facilitate
the storage and retrieval of the graphical objects. The
data exchange with other agents is done by means of
standard DXF(Drawing Interchange Format) files.
Graphical ToolP.: This graphical tool is SDRCIDEASlocated on the network of VAXworkstations.
This graphical interface allows process engineers to verify technological constraints. This agent communicates
with other agents by means of the ELMmall system.
Weillustrate
how easily each agent can communicate with other agents using a small academic example.
Weconsider a mechanical assembly as a design example, already described in details in (Shen, Barth~s,
EL Dahshan 1994). If a designer (here the project
manager) desires to design or redesign this mechanical
assembly, he can specify all the necessary parameters
such as the total pulling force and some constraints
such as the bolt head type, the safety factor by means
of a specific interface for agent Project Manager. The

agent Project Manager sends a notice message with a
predefined pattern and other initial data. The agent
Compntation Tool receives this message by matching
the pattern and takes the required calculation to obtain a bolt diameter as a result, and then sends a notice
message with this result and a predefined pattern. The
agent Design Representation Tool receives the message
by matching the pattern and begins to design or modify the mechanical assembly. Whenit needs standard
tables for obtaining the standard (nominal) diameter
of the bolt or the nut or the washer, it sends a notice message with a predefined pattern and calculated
data and waits for a reply. Here we use notice message
but not request message because there may be several
databases of engineering standards in the future design
environment. The agent SDBreceives this message by
matching the pattern and searches required information in the database of national engineering standards
and then sends a notice message with the results and
a predefined pattern. The agent Design Representation Tool receives this message and continues its design or modification. After the design or modification
is finished, the agent Design Representation Toolsends
a notice message with all information about this mechanical assembly and a predefined pattern, and also
an ELMmessage with the same information to the
agent Graphical TooiP,. The agent Graphical Tool1 receives this message and transforms all information into
a DXFfile for AutoCAD. The agent Graphical Tool~
receives this ELMmessage and transforms all information into the format IGES for I-DEAS. If the process engineer makes a modification to this mechanical assembly because of a technological constraint or
other technological restrictions, the Process Engineer
will send an ELMmessage to the agent Design Representation Tool for asking a modification, which is still
under development. Agent Monitor receives all above
mentioned messages, displays them on a specific interface, and stores the information about the task being
performed and the capabilities of the other agents in
a temporal local knowledge base. Each agent has to
register its capabilities whenit connects to the design
environment.
As a result from our experiments, it appears that
TooiTalk TM is more intended to synchronize tools
than to really serve as a communication mediumfor
actors that want to talk with one another. In practice, it centralizes messages, thus defeating somehow
the purpose of distributed control. However, on an
open network of workstations, one must anyway limit
the diffusion of broadcasted messages, meaning that
there has to be somewherea list of machines that are
potential receivers. To implement a true broadcast,
the mechanism would have to be changed.
5. Conclusion
and Future
Work
The objective of our research is to develop a distributed
intelligent design environment for supporting cooperShen
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ation amongthe existing engineering tools. The techniques of Distributed Artificial Intelligence provide a
natural model for such applications. In this paper,
we discussed a distributed architecture for intelligent
design environment based upon asynchronous cognitive agents combining a number of mechanismsalreaxiy
found in the literature.
Such an architecture is specially useful for large design problems. It also offers
some important features such as modularity, flexibility, extensibility and transportability.
We have implemented an experimental distributed
intelligent design environment by employing an objectTM
oriented communication module called TooITalk
and an ELMmail system to support the cooperation
amongthe engineering tools organized as independent
agents. In this environment, we have successfully implemented communications among seven independent
agents located in the different workstations and microcomputers, which proves that the architecture proposed in this paper is feasible. However,as a result
of our experiments, we found that commercially available products like ToolTalk T~, although usable, are
not the best support for this kind of approach, and
that new tools are required. Our goal, as mentioned
previously, is to obtain first hand experience in the case
of large design projects.
DIDEis an ongoing research project. Future work
in several areas is nowin progress: (1) better use
the version mechanismof MOSS
for conflict resolution
in the agent Project Manager;, (2) a distributed multimedia database for facilitate the information exchanging amongthe agents; (3) additional agents such
Process Engineer for verifying the technological constraints, Technological Database for a special manufacturer;
CAPP for extending CADto CAM,etc.;
(4) development of a special communication protocol by combining the ToolTaik TM and KQML(Finin,
McKay, & Fritzson 1992) (project OSACA).
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